
Mess Up: The anchor show of the fest. A devised comedic piece exploring the personal and 
political created by nine writers/performers. Directed by liz joynt sandberg and sam kerns.

Mess Social: Community events held in the Watts lobby between shows that are more 
interactive in nature. Featuring displays, places to hang out and chat, and other 
environmental comedic work. Casual, fun creative hangouts for the community.

CHIP chats:CHIP chats: TED talks are designed to explore technology, entertainment, and design, and our 
take on the form, chip chats, aims to explore comedy, hilarity, insanity, and pointlessness. 
join students for both prepared and fully improvised ted-style comedic works.

playfakeR: two completely improvised short comedic plays in two wildly different genres. 

Sketch Slam: a sign-up-based event where students from any program can present independent 
original sketch comedy in an open-mic style format.

Miss intergalactic 1967:Miss intergalactic 1967: a dragtacular time-warp of a pageant where contestants compete for 
the title of Miss Intergalactic 1967.

I Spy: A TOP SECRET Family Comedy Show: A highly interactive comedy show with sketch, 
improv, and espionage! for audiences of all ages!

Watch Out! Black Ice!: spooky seasonal sketch comedy from Black Artists of Today (BAT).

Tales and Taboos from the Spooky and Spectacular Stand-Ups: Open Mic Stand-Up from members of 
the DePaul community IN COSTUME!

A Very Closed Mic:A Very Closed Mic: Open Mic Stand-Up from members of the DePaul community.

Judy, Did You Hear the Memo? The Theme is Femme-o.: Dark and dirty stand-up, improv, and 
sketch from a team of femme-identified comedy monsters.

Stupid Smart: An academic comedy conference where we share papers, presentations, and
performances that explore and analYze comedy.

Down & Dirty Film Festival: Come see the comedic film projects DePaul students at TTS and 
CDM have been creating throughout quarantine and beyond. The fest will include screenings, CDM have been creating throughout quarantine and beyond. The fest will include screenings, 
artist talks, and more.

SEXPACT: A Musical Comedy Hour: Resident comedy band Sexpact performs original comedic music 
in a concert-style performance.

Clown Cabaret: Red Nose Clown acts from the BFA 3 movement course for audiences of all ages 
(kids and their grownups welcome)!

BUMF:BUMF: The dictionary definition of "bumf" is indexed as "useless or tedious printed 
information or documents.” This live lit event features readings of comedic writing by 
resident DePaul students. Useless and tedious? To some. Hilarious? Absolutely.

Improv SLAYtion: Long-form improv from Comedy Arts Advanced Improv students.
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